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DELHI STOPOVER by Tulika Mehrotra
Lila,a struggling actress in LA,is visiting India after a bad break-up.Suddenly she finds herself drawn into the coveted modelling circuit in
Delhi.A fresh face,shes much in demand and is signed up for a bikini shoot.In her struggle to drop a few sizes,she begins a punishing routine
of exercising and crash dieting... and,not surprisingly,drugs.Will the Delhi stopover be her true calling
Penguin 250

THE DEMON TRAPPERS FORETOLD by Jana Oliver
Riley has always known that Beck had a chequered history,but she is not prepared for what it actually means to be in love with a guy with so
many dark secrets.Now that hes finally admitted to himself that hes in love with her too,theres no more hiding the truth about his past.And as it
turns out,fending off a demon apocalypse is nothing compared to whats about to come.

Pan Macmillan 299

NW by Zadie Smith
Four Londoners Leah,Natalie,Felix and Nathan try to make adult lives outside of Caldwell,the council estate of their childhood.From private
houses to public parks,their London is a complicated place,as beautiful as it is brutal,where the thoroughfares hide the back alleys and taking
the high road can sometimes lead you to a dead end.Depicting the modern urban zone familiar to towndwellers everywhere NW is a
devastating novel of encounters,mercurial and vital,like the city itself.
Penguin 499

DOWN THE DARKEST ROAD by Tami Hoag
Four years after the disappearance of her 16-year-old daughter,Lauren Lawton is looking for a fresh start.The world has given her daughter up
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for dead;her husband ended his life in the aftermath.Lauren knows exactly who took her child,but there is not a shred of evidence against the
man.When the suspect turns up in the same city,it seems as if history is about to repeat itself.
Hachette 399

THE LOST LIBRARY by A.M.Dean
Arno Holmstrand is about to die,his life cut short by an organisation intent on laying claim to the secrets he has spent a lifetime guarding: the
location of the Lost Library of Alexandria.Emily Wess is about to have her life change beyond all recognition.The Councils corruption spreads
from the highest levels of government to the assassins they employ.They will kill for the ancient knowledge contained in the Library.And Emily
Wess has what they want.
Pan Macmillan 350

THE DUST WILL NEVER SETTLE by Mukul Deva
When terror strikes Jerusalem again,the i n t e r n at i o n a l community persuades Israelis and Palestinians to resume talks.Negotiators
converge on Delhi to try and wrest peace.Enter Ruby Gill,an MI6 agent manipulated by the Lashkar and the Qassam Brigades to disrupt the
summit.Caught in the crossfire is her father Ravinder Singh Gill,head of the Indian Anti-Terrorist Task Force...

HarperCollins 299
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